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Statement of Purpose
The Syracuse Peace Council (SPC), founded In 1936 . Is an

antiwar/social justice organization . It is community-based, autono-
mous and funded by the contributions of Its supporters.

SPC educates, agitates and organizes for a world where
war, violence and exploitation In any form will no longer Met. It
challenges the existing unjust power relationships among nations,
among people and between ourselves and the environment . As
members, we work to replace Inequality, hierarchy, domination and
powerlessness with mutual respect, personal empowerment, coop-
eration and a sense of community.

Present social Injustices cahnot be understood In Isola-
tion from each other nor can they be overcome without recognizing
their economic and militaristic roots . SPC stresses a etrategythat
makes these connections clear. We Initiate and support activities
that help build this sense of community and help tear down the walls
of oppression . A fundamental basis for peace and justice is an
economic system that places human need above monetary profit.
We establish relationships among people based on cooperation
rather than competition or the threat of destruction.

Our political values and personal Wee shape and reflect
each other. In both we are committed to nonviolent means of conflict
resolution and to a process of decision-making that responds to the
needs of us all.
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PEASE NEWSLETTER
In This Issue:

Lots of stuff on crime, criminal justice,
the death penalty, its connections to the mili-
tary industrial complex, prison labor, abuse of
spending priorities to promote profit for the
rich at the expense of the poor (you'll notice
how fresh and new all these issues sound),
abuseof the courts, racist trials, unjust use (as
if there was any other kind) of capital punish-
ment, the punishment of capital, and why jail
is not a good thing . Oh, did I leave out corrup-
tioti of the system? I guess that means cops
and judges and lawyers and the media and I
guess everyone, but that might be in an article
on blame, and there's also the article on back-
lash against survivors and backlash against
people who speak out. What's new.

The Peace Newsletter (PNL) is published
monthly by the Syracuse Peace Council . SPC,
founded in 1936, is the oldest community-based
peace and justice organization in the United States.

The PNL strives to serve some basic func-
tionsas the internal organ ofSPC and as aforum for
articles which discuss issues of concern to the
peace movement: The opinions expressed in the
PNL reflect the diversity of opinions within SPC
itself. While we are not able to print every possible
viewpoint, we do welcome letter and article sub-
missions as well as suggestions and assistance.

The PNL has very reasonable ad rates; call
or write for our rates . Movement groups are free to
reprint articles and graphics, but please give cred-
its . For-profit groups, please inquire:

The PNL is available on microfilm from
University Microfilms, Inc ., 300 N . Zeeb Rd ., Ann
Arbor, MI 48106.

Subscriptions are $12 a year in the U .S.,
$15 in Canada and Mexico and $25 overseas . The
institutional rate is $15 . The PNL is free to prisoners
and low-income people . Yourorganization, co-op,
etc. can receive 5-25 PNLs each month. Ourcircu-
lation is 4500.

Contributions to SPC beyond PNL sub-
scriptions support our activist programs . We al-
ways need your support . Peace NewslettedSyra-
cusP Peace Council, 924 Bumet Ave, Syracuse,
NY 13203.

PNL Distributors
Liz King, Joy Meeker, Darlene Veverka,

Pat Hoffman, Elinor Cramer, Chuck Durand,
Rich Zalewski, Fredric Noyes, Duane Hardy, ,
Millie Webb, Deb Douthit

Mailing Party Helpers
Brent Bleier, Sue Nuccio, Barb

Kobritz, Marge Rusk, Devan Ayyankeril, Chuck
Durand, Liz Belden-Handler, Molly Handler,
Naomi Handler, Samuel Handler, Doug Igelsrud,
Ron Shuffler
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On Friday, June 23, a US-Cuba Friendshipment caravan crossed the US border at
Buffalo to take needed supplies through Canada to Cuba. After initial warnings about arrests and
seizures, the caravan was allowed through with little hassle . "Our objective was to defy the
embargo, to see to it that every single item gets to Cuba, and that is exactly what is going to
happen," said Lucius Walker Jr, . a Baptist pastor from Brooklyn who was one of the
Friendshipment coordinators . "On a score of one to 1,000, rd say we scored 1,000." (Dan
Herbeck, Buffalo News, 6/24/95)

A solar generator had been the largest item of contention in the caravan.When that item was
passed across the border, it was understood that there would be little other difficulty . However,
according to Walter Lechowski, assistant Buffalo district director of the Customs Service, it
struggle isn't over . "There is more than one way to enforce the law . We did it by having
investigators out there with cameras and notebooks," Lechowski said . "We gathered a lot of
information that will be sent to the Justice Department in Washington for a possible prosecution
down the road." (Buffalo News)

Most of the activists at the event were caught off guard at how easy the government gave
up the fight . You would think we didn't have any reason to trust their motives . ..

Anyway, at least one of the organizers had her doubts . As part of the Syracuse contingent
was heading out of Buffalo she expressed her concern that the ease with which the caravan
passed the border was a means of keeping national attention away from the issue. She was
concerned over the Helms-Burton Bill moving towards Congress . If there was a hoopla at the
border, than it would be natural for the press to follow up with stories of connected legislation.
But with all quiet at the Northern Front, the Helms Bill will continue its relatively silent journey
towards ratification.

Believe it or not, the Helms-Burton Bill actually tightens the sanctions against Cuba by
attacking the sovereignty of other nations, including the US's closest allies on free trade.
According to Jessica Mathews, a senior fellow at the Council on Foreign Relations and vice chair
of the Inter-American Dialogue, the bill "bans imports of sugar and related products from
countries that import any amount of these items from Cuba . . .it gives American who lost property
in Cuba an uprecedented right to sue third-country companies whose perfectly legal business
activities are connected in any way with the expropriated properties . . .it would deny entry to the
US to anyone however remotely connected with such a company...and would direct the
administration to seek aUN vote to make the embargo multilateral ." (CUBA Update, April/June
1995)

The only thing that isn't fu niy about this thing, is that it's no joke . People are actually
thinking that this thing might pass. And if it does we'll have to rely on Clinton (Mr . Blockade
himself) to veto it. For further information on the Helms-Burton legislation and what you can
do to prevent its passage, send a stamped self-addressed envelope to Helms-Burton, CUBA
Update/CCS, 124 W. 23rd St., New York, NY 10011.
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Editors,

As regular readers of the PNL, we would
like to express our thanks for Karen Hall's
thought provoking articles on critical think-
ing.

Most recently her article on the RC com-
munity, with its invitation for "constructive
dialogue" has achieved its goal . She has re-
spectfully. challenged some thinking in our
community and her truthfullness and courage
in speaking out about issues which need to be
addressed is greatly appreciated.

We anticipate that her article will be an
opportunity for growth in both the RC com-
munity and the larger peace and justice com-
munity in the Syracuse area.
In peace,

Kathleen Barry,
Carol Baum,

	

Elana Levy,
Brian Caufield,

	

Linda Malik,
Rosaria Champagne,

	

David Martin,
Stephanie Cross, Margaret Mathews,
Michael DeSalvo,

	

Nick Orth,
Wendy Harris,

	

Debbie Pillsbury,
Mary Ellen Kavanaugh, Diane Swords,
Corine Kinane,

	

Lynne Woehrle .

Editors,
Awards like Oscars, Tonys and Emmys

go for the best movies, shows, etc. I just read
Project Censored's awards for the "Best Cen-
sored" news of 1994, which notes issues un-
der-reported by the national media, including
the 1950s human radiation tests, the Pentagon's
secret funding of mergers of major military
contractors and giant incinerators producing
dioxins.

My notnination for a major under-reported
Syracuse story : the current negotiations on the
new cable TV franchise contract between City
Hall and Adelphia Cable. The original four-
teen-year CTV contract expires in 1995.

With the coming deregulation of cable,
communications and broadcasting, how is
Mayor Bernardi going to protect us taxpayers
and Adelphia Cable subscribers in the new
contract?

And where is the public input and a public
hearing?
Sincerely,

William Keefe
Syracuse, NY

ATTENTION WRITERS

REDROACH PRESS,' the
publishing arm of Resources
forSustainable living(RSL),O a nonprofitorganization dedI -

R E D catedtoenhanangtheFREE
flow of ideasand information
on issues concerning radi-
cal politics, ecology and,so-
cial justice is now consider-
ing the following types for
submissions for publication :

Non-Fiction: Articles and
Essays of approximately
1000 wds or more.
Fiction : Short stories up'to

150 pages.
Journals and Magazines : Well designed and
written journals ormagazines(partial music con-
tent okay) compatible with the above issues.

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR
WRITER'S GUIDELINES, PLEASE

SEND A S.A.S.E TO THE
FOLLOWING AARESS;

Red Roach Press
c/o Resources for Sustainable Living
38 Meirimac Ave. Buffalo, NY 14214

PRESS

SYRACUSE PEACE COUNCIL 'S

Front Room Bookstore
CNY's peace and social Justice bookstore

EXTRA HANDS WANIIDI

O
make great bread

learn how a collective works

hang out with interesting women

drink coffee

pof/begift-

WHSLE GRAIN BAKING COLLECTIVE

107 Val:MN St SYRACUSE, NY 13202 ' 475-1194

Call the Bakery to arrange a

volunteer shift hours flexible
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Committee Updates

Organizational Maintenance Com-
mittee

There was asuccessful Spring Cleanup of'
the houseat 924 Burnet . Lot's of cool'stuff got
done thanks to Darlene V., Paul Helen C.,
Lizzie K. and AndyM. The kitchen and bath-
room got a good cleaning, the library was
"liberated," (although it's still pretty far from
being a working library), the back hall Was
straightened, the hedges were trimmed, the
yard trash was cleaned up, the floors were
mopped, and trash and the recycling was hauled
away. Whew!

All in all very positive, although it could
have benefited from more cleaners . Not all the
taskson the goals list were accomplished, and
some' areas couldn't be cleaned because. of
clutter. In general, it was long overdue.

The OM -cow ittee-is planning to orga-
nize one big prtlject amonth,not including July
and August. One idea is that at least one of the
two meetings a month will be a work party.
OM also wants to reinstitute volunteer night.

The next project on the OM agenda is a
toss-up between cleaning the bookstore and
cleaning the garage.

If you are interested in working with the
OM committee call SPC or attend their meet-
i>tgs on the second and fourth Wednesday of
each month, 7 :30 PM at SPC.

God's Children a "second year in a row, don't
miss them next time —they played a non=stop
three-hour set of energized music. Dancing

was impossible to avoid:). Not having the
event at a club certainly seemed to' draw out
people who won't go to bars-a ` good thing.
We were, however, short on volunteers for
during the actual event . Thanks again to every-
one who helped out during the show . Anyway,
great music, great food, great press, and still a
small crowd: Baffling:

The rest of the meeting was taken up
brainstorming ideas to make it through the
summer financial crunch without going further
in debt. (That includes publishing a reduced
newsletter for August which willonly go out to
subscribers.)

Looking a little bit down the road, the PC
is beginning to plan a fall dinner—yes, we are
going to reinstitute SPC dinners! We are just in
the early planning stages, and are conscious
that this fall dinner is a prelude to the upcoming
60th Anniversary dinner next year. If anyone is
interested in working on either dinner/event,
give us a call at SPC:

Yes, we are definitely looking for more
people to join this committee. The Program
Committee meets twice a month: Call SPC fbr
July's meeting times . Everyone is welcome .`

Political Action Committee
PAC's main focus at the moment is prepa-

rations for the upcoming Hiroshima/Nagasaki
50th Anniversary. As part the Weekly work of

the committee, PPAC has agreed to do the press
work for the coalition organizing around the
event . They are also planning to participate by
enacting a shadow project in Syracuse for the
weeks events.

Part of PAC's work has been developing
an updated phone list and phone tree. If you are
interested in being part of the phone tree, or
would lik4to be on one of ourcontact lists for
actionsand' emergency responses, call SPC or
drop us a note with your name, address and
phone number so we can tag your listing ac-
cordingly.

Everyone is welcome to join the Political
Action Committee. Meetings are the second
and fourth Thursday of each month.

General Bad News Box

,We just want to whine a little . The Peace
Council was broken into this June. A defmate
drag considering how there is nothing to take
except old newsletters and political books.

The person or persons ended up taking a
good chunk of the Front Room Bookstore's T-
Shirt stock. Of course it won't be easy for us to
catch back up on this kindof thing, even with
insurance . The FrontRoom is always so tenu-
ous anyway.

Anyway, that's the scoop.

Coalition Work:
Fair Trial for Mumla Committee

SPC is part of the Fair Trial Committee,
see page 10 for details and actions.

Program Committee
Agood part of the last PC Committee was

used to evaluate the last two fund-raisers ; the
Vietnam "Gathering of Reflection and Recon-
ciliation" and the All God's Children concert.

It was agreed that the Vietnam event (a
houseparty) was good as events go, but lousy

?4s a fund-raiser. The PC postulated why the

	

Please, I want the newsletter sent to my home:turn-out was so poor. It was recognized that
hasty organizing is always problematic, even

	

Na me :	
in times of desperate finances. The possibility

	

Address :	
of a better organized, broader-based follow up

	

City:	 State	 Zipwas discussed briefly and tabled.

	

p
All God's Children was a fantastic suc

	

Phone (	 ) _	
cess as events go, but a poor return as a
fundraiser. (This ongoing run of "great event/

	

0 Enclosed $12 for one Year
lousy fundraiser" has got to stop . ..) The PC

	

I 0	 additional donation r
recognized the unfortunate conflict with jazz

	

Please contact me
test and the problems in finding a good venue.
The bands were great,(l'hanks again Marsha
an&Full Swing

	

about getting involved.
E New Subscription) and everyone seems to have

had amarvelous time . (If you've missed All

	

LD iZenewaf .

Pe&
924 Burnet Avenue

Syracuse, NY 13203-3291
J
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Prisons: The Third World Within
A PNL Interview with Kathleen Rumpf
Ed Kinane

HANKS TO HER remarkably; persistent
and imaginative activism, Kathleen

Rumpf is a well-known figure in Central New
York . Among numerous other actions and
protests, she exposed the shackling of in-
mates in the Public Safety Building, our
notorious local jail.

Kathleen—I'm honored to say—has long
been my friend . I first met her in 1986 when
she got out of prison after serving 18 months
for a Plowshare action at Griffiss AFB . We
both then lived at Slocum House, a ministry
inspired by the Catholic Worker movement,
on Syracuse's near-west side . Since then
Kathleen has worked with Jail Ministry, which
has its office at Slocum House.

Living with us in those days was a
Salvadoran family who were in Sanctuary.
They were in the States "illegally," but
shielded from arrest by a local community of
support who would raise a ruckus if the feds
tried any funny business . Harboring these
political fugitives was good for the soul, and
sharpened our awareness of certain Third
World realities.

Over the years Kathleen and I have
often talked about such realities and about
their dovetailing with domestic jail issues.
Recently I took some notes as we talked.
The following isn't verbatim, and sorn .e. . s
may even mix up who said wh.
"transcript" reflects the gists and:
talk.

(E) When we were first: ]tlking about doing
this interview you said,. "/ ils andprisons axe:
the greatest civil rights : s'ue in our commun

i?ties today ." How about expanding on that?

(K) Statistically, prisdic-issues have_ got to be
major . Right now there ar over : mil en

People in jail or prison in the US :̀Ex

Russia, the US leads tlorld itt
of those behind bars. V need to lep
the US is so jail-haPPy

There are reasons
power structure and tle' :politic
Racism and classism play :i ikey r~l i:I1I :e:..u
ing who gets arrested . Those same factors

affect who stays in jail without bail and who
does or doesn't get a fair trial.

Once someone is in prison, racism and
classism affect the length of the sentence and
how soon, if at all, they'll get parole . Race and
class also help determine how likely it'll be
that someone will be back in prison for a
second, third and fourth time.

(E) Clearly, it's the poor and people of color
who suffer most from the prison system . But
you also assert
something more:
that the prison sys-
tem is a civil rights
issue for the whole
of society . . ..

(K) First of all, the poor and people of color
are a large and growing minority in this coun-
try . What happens to them affects all of us.

Jesus said, "whatever you do to your least
brethren [sic], you do to me." Well, what we
do to our least brethren is a real index of the
quality of our culture—the legitimacy of our
political system.

And we should never forget that what we
do to others can also happen to us.

(E) Remember the Pastor Niemoller quote:
In Germany they first came for the
Communists
And I didn't speak up because I wasn't
a Communist.
Then they came for the Jews, and I

< idn't speak up bewee :I:wasn't a Jew.
n they ca e #nrthetra 3e.tinionists

An I didn't speak up beca

	

l wasn't

even aware that life could be very different,
and much safer.

All the billions spent on the prison system
could be spent elsewhere, for things that elimi-
nate social conditions causing crime and on
improvements in the quality of our lives . For
example, in New York there's a state subsi-
dized university system. It's major benefi-
ciary, the middle class, pays far more in tuition
than if the state budget weren't being de-
voured by the prison system . As the prison

industry gobbles up
more of our taxes,
services and oppor-
tunities for everyone
decline.

(E)Some argue we
have to spend more money on prisons because
of the rising crime rate.

(K) That's a convenient myth. In fact, prisons
are now the major housing program for the
poor. We now spend $16 billion each year on
prisons . In the Reagan/Bush administrations,
$30 billion was cut from housing programs. In
that same period, from 1980-1990, the prison
population doubled, but the overall crime rate
increased only 7%.

(E) It seems to me the prison system is so
irrational and counterproductive that it should
have whithered away long ago . What is it that
keeps the prison system going and growing?
Who benefits from the prison system?

e pisifaEdustry is like the defense
industry . Both :gte their own vested inter-

careerists of all kinds.
pot boiling . The end of

a threat to the Pentagon;
ewiseprogramst improve the life chances

of the poor and pee l.e of color area threat to
tieswho profit f>re the prison industry . The

:_ meson syste
up

m is male up of mini-Pentagons
sponging resources that otherwise could go

fotming th .... Lions that spawn crime.

e unionist.
en they name for the Cathniics
d I didn't speak up because_ I was:
testant:

they<ea

	

tier me'
nd : by that time no one was left to

:speak up.

The prison system is made
up of mini-Pentagons
sponging up resources

(K) Middle bass US tax payers spendtl
1k nsi an mall:: :

to »::
It's .Me

. . . .. . . . . . . .

	

. . .

	

. . .. . . . . . . . . ..
e
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>>;:;.>

re

;morei #>

	
In the `:.' t industry there are majortliiai? erieaaEs mvreand n3p
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s in:turn contractorswad a t from weapons produc
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Fta efw
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(K) Sure. Big outfits like General Electric and
American Express are getting in on the prison
building boom . They're involved in the scheme
to privatize prisons . So the more prisoners, the
more. profit.

(E) I'm not surprised about GE . Back in the
late seventies when I first started working
with the Peace Council, our major focus was
trying to abolish nuclear generating plants . It
occurred to me then that the prison construc-
tion industry closely paralleled the nuke in-
dustry . So it fits that General Electric, long a
major builder and exporter of reactors, is now
in on the prison racket. They seem to special-
ize in toxicity.

(K) The weapons industry and the prison in-
dustry are extensions of each other : the inter-
natipnal and domestic sides of the same coin.
Weapons production for war or overseas sales
simply shades into weapons production . for
the domestic US market.

(E) And of course there's a close link with
domestic arms sales, the rate of violent crime,
and the prison industry.. ..

(K) Right.
This planet is being polarized between

the poor of the Third World and the rich of the
First World. And in the US itself, the poor
keep getting poorer and the rich keep getting
richer . Prisons play a key role in that process.
Whether here or abroad, systematic and insti-
tutionalized violence is needed to play the
poor against one another on behalf of the rich.

The defense industry keeps unruly Third
World nations or national movements in line,
while our prison system keeps our domestic
poor in line.' Especially the black poor.

The Third World within our borders keeps
growing. So, like our military, the prison sys-
tem has to keep growing to control this fester-
ing pool of discontent.

(E) And don't many prison inmates help as-
semble products that the defense industry
uses?

(K) Sure. When I was in Alderson the women
were making decals for military use . Their
cheap labor undercut organized labor on the
outside . It's like the cheap overseas assembly
plants that many US firms use in Haiti or
Guatemala or wherever. When I was in prison
I was paid eight cents an hour .

(E) That's like the rate paid in some of those
overseas assembly plants.

(K) It's not just the prison wages that are so
exploitive and Third World-like ; it's the un-
regulated, dangerous work conditions—the
chemical fumes and harassment—including
sexual harassment.

(E) Recently I attended an anti-death penalty
demo at Columbus Circle . Among the specta-
tors was a young man who spoke out and made
some very good points—including some I've
heard you make.

(K) Like?

(E) Like he said it's fine to be organizing
against the death penalty . But, having re-
cently spent some years in prison, he had a
different priority . He pointed out that, "broth-
ers—both black and white—are being killed
in the prisons every day. For them the death
penalty was never abolished."

He said that prison conditions and prison
pressures are deliberately maintained so that
there are lots of killings among prisoners . But
also that there are gangs of C.O.'s —correc-
tional officers—who act as death squads . In-
mates who don't get mail or visits from rela-
tives are especially vulnerable to being disap-
peared. Without outside support, there's much
less chance of any accountability.

(K) Since most inmates who are imprisioned
upstate come from downstate, relatives can't
visit very often . Not too long ago I talked to a
woman whose son died in prison . She said she
got a call from the prison notifying her of the
death and that her son would be buried within
six hours. For relatives without resources or
who live far away, six hours isn't enough time
to get to the prison to see the body and to see
how bruised it might be . There's a number, but
no name, over those prison graves.

(E) Kathleen, you've learned a lot about
prison first-hand. I've often thought that every
activist could learn plenty from some time
spent in jail.

(K) Exactly. The peace and justice move-
ment shouldn't underestimate the value of

The New Justice Center

A Tour of Syracuse's New Jail
Karen Tanquist

HT E ODDEST THING I learned at the
New Justice Center tour for Jail Minis-

try Visitor Advocates led by Sheriff Walsh is
that there is a legal definition for, "out-
doors." The recreation yards adjacent to
each "pod" meet that definition despite
their four walls and roof. There is a garage
door-type opening on the top half of one
wall which, when opened, allows sunlight
and fresh air in through the mesh covering.
This is outdoors.

The spaciousness of the new jail, the
more open atmosphere, and the planned
improvements in relationships between the
inmates and guards are positive changes
from the old jail . But I could not help won-
dering if all the time, money, research and
travel spent on developing this new system
wouldn't have been better spent decreas-
ing crime in the first place.

Syracuse's new jail raises questions:
why are the numbers of inmates rising?
Why are there so many new faces? Why
aren't drug and alcohol treatment programs
available for those awaiting sentencing
(sometimes up to six months)? Why is the
number of Spanish speaking inmates ris-
ing? [Were these and other questions even
discussed when the topic of a new jail first
came up?] Why do we find funding for the
new jail building and not for programs in jail
and in our community to address unmet
human needs?

I am fearful of how quickly the 616
beds will be filled and wonder where the
new inmates will come from. I foresee a
growing need for more Jail Ministry Visitor
Advocates as our jail population grows. ft is
an indicting irony of our society that we can
build and fund a bigger jail while at the
same time severely cut social welfare pro-
grams and medical care in our community.

For more information about Jail
Ministry can be contacted at 424-1877 411

time spent in jail . Our spending time in jail is
not unlike solidarity activists providing ac-
companiment in, say, Central America . Both
are ways of standing with the oppressed and
witnessing the scale of human suffering-the
shattered lives.

Here in America, prisons are the most
blatant civil rights issue of our time.

Ed is on the PNL editorial committee
and occasionally has spent brief sojourns in
jail.
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US Militarism Comes Home
Parallels Between the Prison System and the Military
Susan Quinlan

[While the following article focuses on
Califomiaiis analysis closely applies to
New York —eds ../

MANUEL PEI~A is avictim of the United
States' most recent war . No, he's not

one of the thousands of US soldiers suffering
from chemical exposure in the Persian Gulf
War . Nor is he aZapatista killed by Mexican
soldiers after Chase Manhattan Bank told them
to get tough in Chiapas. Pena is a casualty in
the war on crime sweeping the US today.

Manuel Pena is among the more than
250,000 anticipated to join the already bloated
California prison population over the next
three decades due to the passage of "Three
Strikes and You're Out" legislation there . Like
most Three Strikes victims, Pella was con-
victed of a nonviolent felony. For stealing $37
worth of merchandise from a Richmond, CA,
Montgomery Ward store, Pena is now serving
25 years to life.[']

But what does the war on crime have to do
with militarism? The parallels are striking.
Both foreign policy and criminal justice : policy
in the US are rooted in the use or threat of
violence to control the less powerful . Other
parallels include:

•The diversion of resources from preventa-
tive and or nonviolent alternatives;

• The creation and vilification of an "en-
emy " ;

• The demand for personal and social sacri-
fice falling disproportionately on people
of color or of low income;

• The service of the interests of the
wealthy elite;

• The distraction of public attention
from underlying social problems;
and

• The legitimization of hatred, fear
and violence.

missed to head off international violence with
diplomacy . Once the hostilities have begun,
negotiation becomes exponentially more dif-
ficult . Furthermore, with the lion's share of
our national resources going into military ap-
proaches to international conflict, the resources
and energy devoted to preventing and negoti-
ating out of crises are paltry by comparison.

Unfortunately the same is true domesti-
cally . Funds for preventative programs such
as midnight basketball, drug treatment and
conflict resolution, are gutted while funding
for punishment grows, Last year's federal
crime bill, which had slated a mere $400
million out of $23 billion for prevention, is
now under attack by Republicans who want to
redirect the entire sum to more prisons and
police 12

In both international and local conflict,
the absence of nonviolent; preventative alter-
natives makes violent conflict virtually inevi-
table.

Both US foreign policy and the war
on crime rely upon the vilification,
dehumanization and attempted
destruction of an "enemy ."

To get most Americans behind the bomb-
ing of Baghdad, it was necessary to dehuman-
ize the Iraqis, focusing primarily on the evils
ofSaddam Hussein and portraying the Iraqi
public as mindless followers of his regime.
Only following such brainwashing could Bush
bomb a country "back to the stone age" with-
out a massive public outcry.

In the same way, playing on the racist

fears and stereotypes of the European-Ameri-
can majority, many US politicians fail to dis-
tinguish between violent and nonviolent crimi-
nals . All of them—even those who are "at
risk" of becoming criminal—are portrayed as
a uniform block of depraved and hardened
thugs, unworthy of society's concern. Thus,
incarceration and the death penalty, are seen as

the only solutions to crime and violence.
Just as Japanese-Americans were gravely

mistreated during WWII, so too are law-abicl-
ing African-Americanmen regularly presumed
guilty and subjected to harassment and brutal-
ity by the criminal justice system.

Both US foreign policy and the war
on crime cause national and per-
sonal deprivation, as well as the
actual sacrifice of many young men
(and increasingly women), most of
whom happen, not coincidentally,
to be low-income and/or Of color.

The military budget- pre-empts social
goods such as education, health care and cult
tural pursuits . War, whether international of
domestic, demands sacrifice. While almost
everyone in society suffers to feed the war
machine, it is always those with the least
fmancial or social power who suffer almost.
In international conflict, the cannon fodder on

either side is generally drawn from the young,

thepoorand the racially disempowered These
people not only suffer the direct horrors of
war, but are most deeply affected by the gen-
eral deprivations of a war economy.

Over the last ten years in California, bud-
gets for education, social welfare and
public health services have lost ground to
inflation, while the criminal justice bud-
get shows the largest annual growth rate
of any spending category—13% .t'1 Corr
rections spending in California had al,
ready increased by more than 600% be-
tween 1977 and 1993 (41, and that was
before Three Strikes legislation . This year,
for the first time, California is spending
more to incarcerate people than on its
University system. We now have 28 pris-
ons, with 12 more scheduled for con-
struction. In the next ten years 20 more
new prisons will be needed to hold Three
Strikes convicts . Meanwhile, there are
29 public universities in California, with

Both US foreign policy and
the war on crime divert
society's resources from
constructive programs and
impede the development of
nonviolent alternatives reduc-
ing International or social
conflict.

Again and again, opportunities are
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no plans for expansion and a 25% drop in state
support in the last two years . tst

People of color are being targeted for
incarceration. It is now more probable that a
young African-American mail will be impris-
oried'than that he wilt* go to college. While
African-Americans are about 10% of
California's population, they are over 40% of
its' imprisoned population.t°T

Just as the poverty draft relegates low
income youth to the military, so too do the lack
of affordable education and entry level jobs
push many of these same youth into criminal
activity . Dismal prospects for integration into
the mainstream economy, combined with a
Moist and classist legal system, result in over
two million youth being arrested in the US
each year'" Whether lauded for theirbravery
as soldiers or maligned for their alleged crimi-
nality, underprivileged youth are considered
expendable by mainstream society.

While both US foreign policy and
the war on crime are presented
as-rand often perceived to be—
beneficial to the average American,
both actually serve the interests of
the wealthy.

In 1996, militarism will pull $291 billion
out of US taxpayers' pockets. This results in
tremendous profits for bankers and defense
contractors . Interest on the military debt will
cost taxpayers a further $291 billion. 14 [[It's
odd that these two figures are identical. ...]]
A parallel prison-industrial complex is rapidly
emerging, which, according to the American
Correctional Association, has already created
a $25 billion per year market for private corpo-
rations. t"t Prisons are the major growth indus-
try in California, where over $21 billion is
budgeted in the next ten years for new prison
construction .''•' Prison systems are being
privatized, andinmate labor-averaging $0 .91
per hour—produces products ranging from
military hardware to "authentic prisoners gar-
ments for export to Japanese markets.

But the profits of war go deeper than
military or prison contracts. The US has long
relied upon its powerful military to extort
cheap natural resources and labor from the
"developing" world. The mere threat of a US
invasion has undermined countless revolu-
tionary and electoral movements which might
have threatened US profits in countries like
Guatemala or the Dominican Republic . The
US enjoys its inflated standard of consump -

Both US foreign policy and the
war on crime distract from
actual solutions to social
problems Which might alter the
power structure.

There is ample evidence that both inter-
national and domestic crises are frequently
manufactured to boost the approval ratings of
incumbent elected officials. This tactic is par-
ticularly visible when serious social problems
are looming and an incumbent's popularity is
shaky. The Iraqi invasion of Kuwait was qui-
etly encouraged by the Bush administration
which then used the invasion as an excuse to
wage an extremely "popular" war . tnt

One would think that the recent and sud-
den hoopla about crime was inspired by a
major increase in violent crime . In fact, al-
though the number of people incarcerated in
California rose from 19,000 in 1977 to 119,000
in 1993,1'4 the rate of violent crime (while
unacceptably high) has remained fairly stable.
The fervor given to the war on crime in the last
year or two was not a response to any pro-
nounced rise in crime; rather it's a (successful)
strategy to bolster the electoral . campaigns of
right wing candidates . Criminals are
scapegoated (along with immigrants, welfare
mothers, etc.) to distract voters from eco-
nomic and social woes.

The focus on tougher punishment also
serves to derail popular gun control legisla-
tion. In California a major financial supporter
of the Three Strikes initiative was the National
Rifle Association.

Both US foreign policy and the war
on crime legitimize violence, and
create an atmosphere In which fear,
hatred and cynicism make human
alternatives seem impossible,
impractical or undesirable.

When the war frenzy reaches a certain

61 .477RV

pitch, just about anything goes . Militarism,
whether international or domestic, makes the
unthinkable appear normal, and the humane
appear soft-headed and utopian.

The war on crime has taken a most vin-
dictive turn . It focuses, not only on incarcerat-
ing increasing numbers of people, but on de-
vising more punitive means of incarceration.
Alabama, for example, is restoring chain gangs
for the first time since the 1930s and has
ordered 300 pairs of leg irons . California has
led the movement to develop high-tech pris -
ons which deprive inmates of human contact
and. where lethal electric fences replace sharp-
shooters around the peripheries. By insisting
that criminals deserve this kind of treatment,
the criminal justice system creates the public
perception that prisoners are subhuman . To
the degree that this perception gains ground,
prison conditions become more punitive—
family visits are further restricted and educa -
tional programs are cut.

Like the idea of peaceful coexistence
with an "enemy" nation, the notion of success-
fully reintegrating inmates into society be-
comes an impossibility. Within this mindset
both criminals and international enemies must
be brutalized into submission, and dominated
by sheer force.

The climate of hatred and violence asso-
ciated with both kinds of war seep down to the
youngest and most tender members of our
society during their formative years . Thus,
playing soldiers or cops and robbers is a past-
time for most American boys . The "super
hero" industry markets the good guy/bad guy
paradigm—teaching our children that there

super hero industry cont'd on
page 21

tton at the expense of our impoverished
neighbors.

While the causes of crime are com-
plex, much (non-white collar) crime is
linked to poverty. As homelessness and
joblessness increase, and as the plight of
the nation's poor becomes increasingly
desperate, people are driven to crime.
Correspondingly, the criminal justice
system serves the ever more central role
of protecting the"haves" from the "have
nots . ,,
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OU MIGHT SEE a case like Mumia Abu-
Jamal's on an episode of, say, "Law and

Order." It has all the elements : a black man
charged with killing a white police officer but
vigorously protesting his innocence; a coolly
efficient prosecutor and a volatile judge who
clashes with the defendant and removes him
from the trial proceedings; eyewitnesses chang-
ing their potentially exonerating testimony
under pressure from police and prosecutors;
even a courtroom confrontation between the
defendant and the grief-stricken widow of the
fallen officer.

To make matters more interesting, a se-
ries of fascinating subplots swirl around the
black man. He has a history of involvement
with "radical" political causes, as we might
have guessed from the mane of unruly
dreadlocks framing his face . He is eloquent—
a fact which surprised many because, well,
look at him-and has published a book of
essays from his jail cell(s) . He's a family man,
whose daughter cried when she couldn't touch
him through the plexiglass walls of the prison

The Execution Will Not Be Televised
The Case of Journalist and Community Activist Mumia Abu-Jamal
Paul C. Taylor

	

visiting room: And his plight has generated a risome facts mentioned above, as well as to the
worldwide network of supporters, including many more specific problems with the convic-
many celebrities, who are convinced of his tion . For example, number of witnesses
innocence .

	

independently reported to the police that they'd
On "Law and Order," though, the judge seen someone else fire on the police officer

and prosecutor would have been balanced by and flee, only to change their stories after
a defense attorney who would vigorously guarantees that charges pending against them
champion the rights of the dispossessed and would be more favorably considered . Arid
reveal both the prosecution's underhanded there were other witnesses with testimony
tactics and the unreliability of the witnesses. favorable to Abu-Jamal,but the defense granted
Abu-Jamal's attorney protested his own ap= only $150 for pre-trial investigation (in a juns-
pointment to the case, citing too little training diction which averages $6500), and forced'to
and time to perform ad-
equately, and after a The case of Mumia Abu-Jamal
lackluster performance is a test of the moral integrity of
he was later disbarred.

the american judicial systemIn a television
drama the following rev- and the american community.
elations' would have
emerged during the trial and affected its out-
come: the judge has handed down more death
sentences and has had more of his capital
cases overturned on appeal than any other
judge in the states, and his volatility flows
from a systematic bias against criminal defen-
dants ; the prosecutor is so efficient that he has
already obtained the murder conviction of at
least one innocent man, a man whose inno-
cence was proven only after twelve years of
unjust imprisonment; and the notorious con-

frontation between defendant and
widow during the trial, reported to
the national press by the widow
herself, couldn't have happened (on
the day in question the volatile judge
had banished the defendant from
the trial). If this were television, all
of the problems with the trial either
would result in Abu-Jamal's exon-
eration or, at the very least, we'd all
be bothered by the manifest injus-
tice of it all.

But the case is real and
Abu-Jamal, a Philadelphia journal-
ist sentenced and convicted in 1982
of the murder of officer Daniel
Faulkner, was officially condemned
to death just this month when
Pennsylvania's governor set a mid-
August execution date. Governor
Thomas Ridge, elected largely on
the strength of a "get tough on vio-
lent offenders" campaign posture,
has remained oblivious to the wor-

proceed with the
trial even though
Abu-Jamal hadyet
torecover from his
wounds, received
too little time and
too few resources

to track them down.
There's more, including the judge, Albert

Sabo, silencing Abu-Jamal and eventually
expelling him from the trial, and the
prosecution's constitutionally dubious use of
peremptory challenges to engineer the racial
composition of the jury (for a full account of
all this consult the afterword prepared by
Leonard Weinglass for Abu-Jamal's book,
Live from Death Row, New York: Addison-
Wesley, 1995) . But right now it's important to
explain exactly why Abu-Jamal's case should
matter to anyone, especially since the Phila-
delphia Fraternal Order of Police and
Faulimer's widow like to characterize Mumia!s
supporters as "soft on crime" or as supporters
ofa murderer: There are, of course, the famil-
iar complaints about the evidence of system-
atic racial bias in the judicial system
(Pennsylvania's death row is 61% black, for
example) and about the barbarism of the death
penalty . But Mumia's case ought to be of
concern even to people unconvinced on those
points.

First of all, as a human being and as a
citizenofthiscountry, Abu-Jamal is thebearer
of certain rights, rights which a casual exami-
nation of the trial record suggests were not
only violated, but trampled upon. So anyone
genuinely concerned that all individuals be
accorded their due, ought to be concerned with
this case.

Second, the constitution and the courts
grant certain of these rights as safeguards for
criminal defendants . These are important, be-
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cause one of the court's jobs is to make the
factual determinations on which later ques-
tions of responsibility and punishment turn:
we have to figure out who did what before we
can punish anyone. There is no way to make
that determination with absolute certainty—
hence the burden of proof in criminal trials is
set beyond a reasonable doubt, not beyond all
doubt—so the safeguards are imposed to make
the process as reliable and fair as possible.
When the safeguards are not
respected, when the court ig-
nores the letter and defiles the
spirit of its own procedural
requirements, the outcomes it
produces its determinations
of fact and responsibility—are
automatically suspect. And
when that happens we don't
even reach questions about the
abstract appropriateness of the
punishment: we haven't yet
satisfactorily decided who did
what. It is wrong to kill Abu-
Jamal even if the death pen-
alty is, broadly speaking, an appropriate mea-
sure, because it is far from clear that we'd be
killing the right man.

And that brings us to the third reason that
we should care about Mumia Abu-Jamal: we
would be killing him. The government acts,
we are told, on our behalf; it is our agent,
empowered to serve our interests, to protect us
where the power of any individual would be
insufficient. We should not be willing to coun-

Mumia Abu-Jamal
#AM-8335
SCI Greene
1040 E . Roy Furman Hwy
Waynesburg, PA 1527

Mumia was moved 13 January, 1995 to
SCI Greene, along with the 188 people on
death row in Pennsylvania . This is a more
remote location, much less accessible for
friends, family and legal visits . Also, the time
Mumia is allowed outside of his cell has been
cut from two hours a day to one, on weekends
only .

One way we hope to make a difference is
by getting Judge Sabo removed from Mumia's
case. Judge Legrome Davis is in a position to
do that, so he very much needs to hear from
you.

tenance unjust action on our behalf, action
which violates the rights and threatens the life
of one of our own. The case of Mumia Abu-
Jamal is a test of the moral integrity of the
american judicial system and the american
community . Do we really believe in indi-
vidual rights and everything that's supposed
to go along with them, or do they only apply
sometimes, for some people? Do we really
believe that people are innocent until proven,

until proven, guilty, or are we
willing to assume from the out-
set that the accused is guilty and
then reject constraints on the
pursuit of a conviction as ob-
stacles to justice? To put it
crudely, do we have a criminal
justice system, or a suspected-
criminal-detainment-and-elimi-
nation system? If the latter, if we
let one man get railroaded to his
death without regard for consid-
erations of justice, then how do
wekeep it from happening again
and again? More accurately, if

we let one relatively unknown man of modest
means get railroaded, then the rest of us mod-
est unknowns have to fear the same fate.

The sometime beauty of television is that
the dramas of modest unknowns can be played
out in front of everyone ; everyday lives don
famous faces and anonymous lives of quiet
desperation become matters of public interest.
The close-ranks mentality of the Pennsylvania
law enforcement community and O.J .'s satu-

Supervising Judge Legrome Davis
Chair of the PCRA, which will hear the peti-
tion. Demand Judge Sabo be taken off the
case—let's retire judge Sabo for good!
(215) 686-9534 Fax: (215) 686-2865
1408 One East Penn. Sq., Philadelphia, PA,
19107

Governor Thomas Ridge
Governor Ridge, having already overseen one
execution, has signed Mumia Abu-Jamal's
death warrant . Demand the governor rescind
his decision.
Main Capitol Building
Harrisburg . PA 17120
(717) 787-2500 [8am-4pm, M-F]
Fax: (717) 783-3369

ration of the airwaves

	

;
have conspired to
keep Mumia's drama
relatively quiet; but a dedi-
cated few around the world have
been trying to break the silence.
This movement has spawned ral-
lies in many states and in several
foreign countries, and here in Syra-
cuse has produced the Fair Trial for Mumia
Committee, a group of concerned Syracuse
citizens who believe there is still time to
prevent any further injustice from being done.
If you're interested in helping, call 445-4467
to find out what you can do.

Paul is a member of the Fair Trial for
Mumia Committee and an educator in the
Department of Philosophy at Lemoyne„
College.

	

Ib

Weekly Vigil for Mumia

Every Thursday afternoon
from 4 :30 - 5 :30 PM the Fair Trial
for Mumia Committee is
leafletting, vigiling and collect-
ing letters of support at Common
Center, downtown Syracuse (cor-
ner of Fayette and Salina) . Every-
one Is welcome to join in a dem-
onstration of outrage at this on-
going travesty of justice . Act now!
Mumia's execution date has been
set for August 17.

Judge Albert Sabo
who railroaded Mumia at the 1982 "trial and
has sent more people to death row in the U .S.
(31 total, 94% people of color), has been
pulled out of retirement specifically to hear the
appeal . Judge Sabo can be contacted at
(215) 686-5100; Fax : (215) 563-1623,
1286 Wanamaker, Philadelphia, PA 19107

International Concerned Family and
Friends of Mumia Abu-Jamal
PO Box 19709
Philadalphia, PA 19143
(215) 476-8812

Equal Justice, USA
(A project of the Quixote Center)

PO Box 5206
Hyattsville, MD 20782

(301) 699-0042
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1995 Peace Award to Hank Strunk
Peace Action is very pleased to announce

that the 1995 Peace Award recipient will be
Hank Strunk . Bill Griffin says: "Hank is an
extremely effective organizer, spokesperson,
sign-carrier, media-orchestrator, teacher,
crowd energizer, social/political analyst and,
maybe most important, COMMUNICATOR ."
Many of us have received his information
packets in our doors or bought one of his $.50
cassette tapes.

Joan Goldberg describes Hank as "a
gentle, humble person with a twinkle in his
eye, . . . a mediator, alwafs there with us, for
us . . ."

Hank has pursued numerous concerns
based on what was needed, likely to build
interpersonal connections, and winnable . He
worked tirelessly against NAFTA; the low
level radioactive waste dump in Cortland
County; for single-payer health care; for po-
litical campaigns of local progressive candi-
dates Win Skeele and Bill Griffin ; and, most
recently, on the Pastors for Peace
"Friendshipment" to Cuba. He works so hard
because "the corporate world runs Congress
and we're trying to get it back ."

Hank regrets that people divide issues
and feel they can only handle one. He prefers
Jessie Jackson's image of the patchwork quilt,
suggesting working together to support each
other's issues, and reaching out to a wider
circle of new people.

The Rev . Lucius Walker, founder of Pas-
tors for Peace, will help us honor Hank and
accept an award for Pastors for Peace at the
1995 Peace Award Dinner.

Hank met Rev . Walker on the
"Friendshipment" delegation to Cuba in the
fall of 1994 . He compares Rev . Walker to
Jesse Jackson in his passion and commitment
to justice . "He is a principled person of faith
who employs strong direct action to awaken
people and thereby pressure Congress ."

The Peace Award dinner will take place
at South Presbyterian Church in the fall. De-
tails will be announced soon.

Hot Humid Summer
Summer is when people travel more with

their dogs. Even though you mean to provide
companionship and fun for your dog, disaster
can strike . Please remember and pass on these
"safe-dog" travel tips:
• A car interior heats up quickly, even with
open windows. On an 85 4 F day, car tempera-
tures can reach 1024 F in ten minutes and 1204
Fin 30 minutes. Dogs can tolerate 1084 Fonly
a few minutes before suffering brain damage
or death.
• Closed car interiors interfere with a dog's
cooling process of evaporation through pant-
ing.
• For dogs overcome by heat, give immediate
first aid by immersing them in cold water to
lower body temperature Always call a vet.
According to a local vet it is better to use cool
water if the dog is not extremely hot and if the
dog is not already in shock. Ifalready in shock
or extremely hot, use cold water.
• Carry cold water and a dish with you . If you
have to leave the dog in the car for a few
minutes, park in the shade with the windows
open as much as possible. Unfortunately, the
wider the windows are open, the greater the
risk of your dog jumping out or being stolen.
(Yes, dogs are stolen from cars!)
•If your dog has to ride in a pick-up bed, use
a secured crate or restraining harness for pro-
tection. Dogs can jump, be thrown from the
bed or hit with flying debris.
• Leaving small children in a hot car is also
dangerous for the children. Also, prevent chil
dren from having close contact with the dog in
the car as this decreases air circulation around
the dog.
• Always make sure your dog is wearing
proper ID at all times.
• Cards explaining the problem of dogs in hot
cars are available from Animal Protection
Institute, PO Box 22505, Sacramento, CA
95822 . These are designed to be left under a
windshield wiper to educate uninformed dog
"owners ."

Norma Wilensky

"Springfield Springs" is a situation corn-
edy about Liz Ellen Wyler, a 43 year-old di-
vorced cocktail waitress living in a trailer park
with her two daughters : sweet but sarcastic
Lesley, and Lena, a self-absorbed, unemployed
beauty queen.

In the pilot, Liz Ellen's world is thrown
into an uproar when her father, a ornery old
politician who insists he's the trailer park's
mayor, announces his intention to marry Axis
Glassia, a boozing, sharp-tongued society
matron who also happens to be the mother of
Liz Wllen's worst enemy, Anita LaSalle, a
snobbish, suburban housewife.

Ron Klopfanstein wrote, produced and
directed the show, which was the final project
for his master's degree in English Communica-
tions and Popular Culture at SUNY Empire
State College. The show was taped with noth-
ing more than a basic camcorder in a set built
in his garage . It stars friends and *lily as well
as a popular local radio personality, Lucy
Borrometi from WKLL/K-Rock's morning
drive show, phone number (315) 797-1330.

All proceeds from sales of "Springfield
Springs" will go to The Coalition for Hope and
Awareness, a non-profit organization which is
trying to bring the AIDS Memorial Quilt to
Upstate New York for a series of educational
events coinciding with it's display, which well
be a first for the Utica-Rome area . Copies can
be purchased by sending a check or $10 to
G.L .S.A., Utica College, 1600 Burstone Road,
Utica, NY 13502.

The cast and crew of the show will be at an
event for The Coalition of Hope and Aware-
ness at Borders Books and Music at the Carou-
sel Mall on Sunday, July 9 at 4 PM. For more
information call Holly at 466-4100.

Ron Klopfanstein has written newspaper
columns to raise awareness of gay issues for
the Utica Observer-Dispatch for the past three
years, and hopes that "Springfield Springs"
will be a successful vehicle for raising the
money needed to host the AIDS Quilt, as well
as entertaining and educating people about
diversity.

For more information about bringing the
quilt to Upstate NY call Kory Aversa at (315)
853-6418 . For more information on "Spring-
field Springs" contact Ron Klopfanstein at
(315) 732-7312.
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Central America / Caribbean Coalition Notes : June Meeting

Paul Weischelbaum

HE JUNE CACC meeting had a special
focus, as we welcomed guests Gail and

UMTMD

Peter Mott of Rochester, NY . The Motts are
editors fo Interconnect, a national voice for the
US Latin America Solidarity movement, and
they are about to publish their third quarterly
issue. Our discussion centered on the goals and
tactics of our grass roots movement, and we all
offered our visions for how we would like to see
our world in twenty years . This sharing, how-
ever, was not simply pie-eyed stargazing . We
examined the means available to promote soli-
darity, communication, networking and coali-
tion -building both between Latinos and grin-
gos and also between the many and various
progressive groups throughout our country.
The strength of Interconnect is that the Motts
have identifies US - Latin America solidarity
groups throughout all fifty states, and we are
beginning to link our efforts and compare strat-
egies and tactics based on their effectiveness
and based upon our philosophical /ideological
concerns. Our own CACC appeared to have
consensus on a vision of a world that is less
centralized, with power in the hands of local
communities and with the overbearing force of
multinational corporations whittled down.

Honduras: In the context of networking
and making new connections, Peter Wirth
brought our attention to a series of articles in
the Baltimore Sun in June, which detailed CIA
involvement in Honduras during the height of
Reagan / Bush's interventions in El Salvador
and Nicaragua. In an era of minimal main-
stream press coverage of the CIA's and the

School of the America's roles in
subverting progressive activities
and exacerbating human rights
violations, this series of reports
was an important exception, and a
welcome reminder that the US_gov- .
emment lies to us and to the world
at large . CACC and our counter-
parts in Rochester are seeking to
get even more coverage of the
chicanery in Honduras in our local
papers and as basic background
information for columnists
throughout the US.

Haiti : Ann Tiffany and Ed Kinane will be
retuning from election-watching in Haiti by the
time you are reading this report . They will be
available to speak to groups interested in the
Hailtian situation. Lawrence Rockwood ex-
pects the results of General Mead's review of
his conviction by July 1.

El Salvador : Cholera has broken out in
Morazan province. The El Salvador Archives
Project is presenting a travelling exhibition
called "When the Dogs Ate Candles," about
which CACC and the Sister Community Project
wrote letters of interest, which may possibly
result in the exhibit coming to Central New
York. The title of the show COMM from the
practice of people setting candles out on the
spots where death squads left bodies . After the
candles had burned down, the dogs of the town
would eat up the remaining wax . Paul
Weichselbaum attended part of CISPES's sixth
national convention (and 15th anniversary cel-
ebration) in New York City . CISPES is also
looking for new directions, and their local

chapters are actively engaged in coalition-build-
ing.

Cuba : Mary Sopchak is in Cuba with the
Pastors for Peace Friendshipment . Fund-rais-
ing went exceptionally well, as did the collec-
tion of material aid. Mary got extremely good
mainstream press coverage, resulting in even
more contributions, as well as significant out-
reach. Mary will be available to speak about
her Cuban experience as soon as she returns in
July . Elana Levy is also in Cuba at this time.

Next Meeting : Wednesday, July
12 and 6 PM (potluck dinner)
through 7:30 PM at Plymouth
Church. New people are always
welcome . La Estancia - Syracuse
Sister Community Project expects
to have a meeting following the CACC
gathering, which will be energized
by reports from Sopchak, Tiffany
and Kinane.

PBI/USA National Gathering &
Training for Trainers

Peace Brigades International/USA activists and supporters are
gathering at Lourdes Camp on Skaneaties Lake on August 24-27.
The three day weekend event will include nominations/selections
for vacant PBI positions, stimulating workshops by PBI activists
including George Lakey, reports from PBI's triennial General As-
sembly (to be held in Holland July 3-9), and recreation. The cost is
$50 - $100 sliding scale . The registration deadline is August 1.

Immediately following the gathering on August 27-29, George
Lakey will hold a training workshop at Lourdes amp . The workshop
is for those seeking to develop skills for designing and facilitating
PBI Orientations and general nonviolence training . Space is limited.
The registration deadline is July 15.

For information about either event, contact Ken MacLean or
Kara Hooper, PBINSA National Office, 2642 College Ave ., Berke-
ley, CA 94704 ; phone (510) 540-0749 .
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The Courage To Heal
Confronting the Backlash for Speaking Out On Abuse
Rodell Roberts

EVERY MOVEMENT for human rights
in history has been met with a backlash

of opposition. The movement for the rights of
sexual abuse survivors is no different . This
was one of the messages reiterated by Ellen
Bass, co-author of The Courage to Heal at
MIT in Boston, March 25, during her last
speaking engagement "For the Foreseeable
Future."

The Courage to Heal, an empowering,
inspiring, self-help resource about healing,
has aided thousands of survivors and helped
change the way society views abuse and those
who have been affected by it . Bass reminded
the audience that it is only in the past 10-20
years that therapists and society as a whole
have begun to realize that there is not some-
thing wrong with the survivor, but something
wrong with what happened to the survivor,
and with society . Within the last 10-15 years,
survivors starting speaking and acting out,
holding abusers accountable. Some filed law-
suits against the perpetratorsunder laws passed
in the late 1980s which extended the statute of
limitations . Some won.

In 1992, Peter and Pamela Freyd, the
parents of one survivor who began speaking
out, formed an official backlash organization
to support accused parents, to harass coun-
selors and therapists who work with sur-
vivors and ultimately to stop survivors
from speaking out. The organization, the
False Memory Syndrome Foundation
(FMSF) contends that there is no truth to
the memories of abuse that many survi-
vors are recovering, often many years
after the abuse occurred. Instead, they
say, these "false memories" are "planted"
by unscrupulous therapists and suggested
and supported by the feminist movement.
They go so far as to compare feminist
therapy that accepts recovered memories
to leeching and lobotomies as dangerous
and unproven pseudo-scientific tech-
niques.

Several FMSF members have filed
lawsuits against therapists . Some have
won. Through their local chapters, the

FMSF plans to introduce state legislation called
the Mental Health Consumer Protection Act
that will : call for "full disclosure of the risks
involved to the client before therapy begins"
— (this disclosure must be videotaped) ; per-
mit lawsuits by third parties (families) accus-
ing "willful and reckless" therapeutic tech-
niques ; ban the use of insurance for techniques
(such as "recovered memory techniques," a
term created by FMSF) that do not meet cer -
tain "safety" guidelines set by a scientific
committee (specifically not including mem-
bers of the psychoanalytical field); and more.
FMSF considers the empowerment of survi-
vors a "feminist plot" to break up families, and
suggests that instead of seeking help from
counselors and therapists, "troubled" people
should "go back to talking to their families,
their priests, take
up a hobby or take
a vacation." But, as
Bass said, "they
haven't offered to
pay for our vaca-
tions yet!"

As writer
Katy Butler asks in
the March/April 1995 issue of The Family
Therapy Networker "Why are a relatively
small group of accused parents so close to
setting the clinical agenda for millions of
genuine abuse survivors and eclipsing public
awareness of the more than 130,000 children
who are newly sexually victimized each year?

Why have therapists accused of suggestive
therapy drawn more public attention than thera-
pists accused of sexually abusing clients?"
Butler concludes it's because society's love
for therapy as the religion of the decade has
gone sour and turned into mistrust and suspi -
cion. I believe it has more to do with the fact
that we live in a society where children and
women are meant to be "seen, not heard," and
definitely not believed.

The media has helped create the drama of
the conflict, tending to focus on tear jerking
stories of families who haven't seen their
daughter in years, who have been "tom apart"
by the accusation of abuse . Even PBS's recent
Frontline two-part episode "Divided Memo-
ries" spent two-thirds of their air time with
obviously questionable therapists (yes, some

do exist, as in any pro-
fession), confused, de-
spairing parents and
touching, black and
white footage of happy
children. The deeply in-
grained belief that there
is nothing more sacred
than the nuclear, biologi-

cal (patriarchal, "father knows best") family
again rears its naive, often dangerous, head.
Katy Butler quotes psychologist Laura Brown,
who works with gay men and lesbians who
have been forced to separate from families
who can not accept them:

Adults have the right to decide what de-
fines their family. Some adults want to
include their biological family, and some
do not and that often has nothing to do
with whether they recover memories.

Butler also quotes Judith Herman, psy-
chiatrist and author of Father-Daughter
Incest, who explains the rules of journal-
ism that assume that the truth will emerge
" .. .do not ensure equity in conflicts be-
tween men and women, parents and chil-
dren . Rather, they guarantee an advan-
tage to those who command status and
power in the public realm; they favor men
over women, parents over children ."
(Herman has conducted research show-
ing that 74% of her therapy clients had
been able to fmd some sort of corrobora-
tion of their recovered memories, the same
rate of corroboration as those who had

Why have therapists accused
of suggestive therapy drawn
more public attention than
therapists accused of sexually
abusing clients?
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always remembered the abuse .) What the
media also forgets to mention is just who the
FMSF is, and what is their true agenda.

On March 25, to hisses, moans and groans,
Ellen Bass presented a litany of quotes from
founders and leaders of the FMSF, a circle
which includes paedophiles and psycholo-
gists who have made a profession out of pro-
viding "expert" court testimony for the de-
fense in child abuse cases . In her article, Katy
Butler also quotes former FMSF board mem-
ber Ralph Underwager, who said in an inter-
view for Paidika: the Journal of Paedophilia
"Paedophiles need to become more positive
and make the claim that paedophilia is an
acceptable expression of God's will for love
and unity among human beings ." In the same
interview, he blamed "radical feminism" for
"child sex abuse hysteria ." Also interviewed
for the same journal, his wifeHollida Wakefield
said, "It would be nice if someone could get
some kind of big research grant td do a longi-
tudinal study of. . .a hundred twelve-year old
boys in relationships with loving
paedophiles.. ." I quote specifics about FMSF
members to question the true motives and
agenda of the organization. As Bass said,
they're speaking out of both sides of their
mouth, saying both "It [sexual abuse] didn't
happen" and "It wasn't that bad."

Meanwhile, how do we, as survivors,
allies and activists, stop this extremely orga-
nized, resourceful, well-funded backlash of
primarily white, wealthy professional men?
Bass talked about the importance of taking
care of ourselves within the struggle, and
reminded us, especially survivors, to identify
past dangers and perceived, present dangers.
She said we must ask ourselves if we are truly
in any imminent personal danger right now.
Thebacklash movement runs on intimidation.
"Most of us are probably not. And if you 're
not, get out there and do something ." That
something could be as simple as writing a
letter: aletter to your local newspaper, espe-
cially when you see coverage of a local inci-
dent that misrepresents the issue of abuse and/
or threatens to silence survivors ; a letter to
television producers (to respond to the recent
Frontline episode, call 617/254-0243 or write
"Dear Frontline," 125 Western Ave ., Boston,
MA 02134) ; or a letter to your local, state, or
national congressional representative to de-
mand stable funding for child care and referral

(Pataki's initial state budget proposedto elimi-
nate this funding), to support any child protec-
tion legislation, and to stop any legislation that
would punish survivors who speak out or
hamper therapists who work with survivors,
such as the Mental Health Consumer Protec-
tion Act. For more information about the Men-
tal Health Consumer Protection Act, currently
under consideration in the state of New Hamp-
shire, contact the American Coalition for Abuse
Awareness, PO Box 27959, Washington, DC
20038-7959, or call 202/462-4688.

Bass also encouraged joining the Ameri-
can Coalition for Abuse Awareness, formed to
work on legislative issues . She especially en-
couraged therapists and counselors to get in-
volved politically; something, Bass said, they
are not used to doing, but that is absolutely
necessary at this point. Bass and Laura Davis
recently faced two lawsuits as authors of The
Courage to Heal . Both lawsuits failed, but the
experience was both difficult and reassuring
to Bass, who found emotional and fmancial
support from survivors and allies across the
country . Bass, a resident of Santa Cruz, ac -
cepted the invitation to speak one more time in
Boston partially, she said, to show everyone
that "I am alright. I was sued,andI'mhere and
I'm just fine." Bass reassured the audience
that it is possible to live through the harass-
ment . "It's not that bad. Most of you have
already been through hell and back. This is
nothing!"

Katy Butler writes "Families where in-
cest has taken place. . .are not happy places.
They are messier still when poisonous secrets
leak from the bodies and minds of women who
have held them for decades—as their families
and their cultures have asked them to do .. .In
the last decade, incest survivors have effec-
tively told the culture they will no longer keep
things looking neat and clean for the rest of
us. . .It may be easier for the culture to focus its
outrage on therapy than to face the larger
issue—its failure to protect children, both
yesterday's and today's, from real abuse . .."

Ellen Bass answered a myriad of ques-
tions from the audience, who appreciated her
work with a standing ovation. Bass will leave
the speaking arena for a while to focus on a
book she is writing about gay and lesbian
young people. She said "Other than possibly
environmental issues—since we must save
the planet if we are to live —I believe there is

BEST CUItE FOR CLOSED EYES
no other issue as fundamental as that of assur-
ing safety for our children. I see this [book] as
another way to work on that issue ."

Before and after Bass spoke, Susan
Herrick, a music therapist, musician and vo-
calist focusing on issues of surviving abuse,
presented her usual powerful performance of
healing music . The event was sponsored by
Heartlines, Inc, a nonprofit organization in
Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts which provides
education and support to adult survivors . Out-
side the auditorium, tables included an im-
pressive collection of resource materials and
event announcements from the Boston area.
Artwork was displayed (with a sign acknowl-
edging that MIT had censored several pieces)
along with poetry from survivors.

The atmosphere held a sense of growing
energy—nervous, a bit overwhelmed and
somewhat frightened at first, but increasingly
clear, coherent and powerful . Bass summed it
up when she said, "Yes, it's hard, but we've
seen it before. We know what to do. Realize-
remember—that we are challenging the status
quoof at least all recorded history. We almost
cannot hold it all in our minds." But we must,
and we will.

The Katy Butler article in the March/
April 1995 issue of The Family Therapy
Networker referenced above is less than to-
tally supportive to survivors and therapists . I
hesitated to include references, but the article
does include useful information about the
history of this conflict and some of those
involved, as well as some enlightened points,
though it lacks political context.

Radell is an activist, writer, singer and
member of the Syracuse Coalition for
Accuracy About Abuse. SCAAA meets the
first Saturday of every month at 11 AM at the
Women's Information Center (2nd floor,
library,) 601 Allen St. For more info, write
SCAAA, PO Box 6037, Syracuse, NV 13217.
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Oneida Nation Facts and Figures
PartI
Doug GeorgeKanentiio dence in a leader, or he/she might by their own

actions commit crimes which violate their

F OR THE PAST few years the Oneidas of
MadisonCounty have played an increas-

ingly large role in the economic affairs of
central New York . While much has been re-
ported about the Oneidas in the Syracuse news
papers the following information should give
readers a better understanding of the "People
of the Standing Stone ."

As Iroquois we are told the Oneidas were
part of a larger Iroquois family that originated
in the American southwest thousands of years
ago . The migration to the northeast took many
hundreds of years to complete but ended when
the Iroquois entered what is today New York
at the confluence of the Oswego River and
Lake Ontario.

From there the Iroquois separated into six
distinct groups settling throughout the region.
The Mohawks created a homeland along the
Mohawk Valley followed, east to west, by the
Oneidas, Onondagas, Cayugas and Senecas.
The sixth group journeyed far to the south,
finally ending up in the North Carolina area.
These were the Tuscaroras, a native nation
which retraced its steps to their ancient home-
lands after losing a bitter war with English
colonists.

Oneidas refer to themselves as the "People
of the Standing Stone" because they had in
eachof their villages a large rock they would
gather around to hold their ceremonial activi-
ties. The Mohawks are referred to as "People

of the Flint," the Onondagas are "People of the
Hills," the Cayugas are "People of the Swamp,"
the Senecas call themselves "People of the
Great Hill" and the Tuscaroras are "the Shirt
Wearing People."

Originally, the Oneidas lived in an area
which stretched from the St . Lawrence River
to northern Pennsylvania and from the
Chittenango Creek-Tioughnioga River on the
west to the Unidilla River-West Canada Creek
on the east . Total area for the aboriginal home-
land of the Oneida Nation is estimated to be
about 4,000,000 acres.

Oneida life in pre-European times was
centered around their villages . They were pri-
marily agricultural with crops such as corn,
beans and squash forming the greater part of
their diet. They enjoyed a rich spiritual life
with a major ceremonial gathering during each
lunar month.

Clans were essential to the orderly flow
of Oneida culture . All social, political and
religious functions were dependent upon the
clans, as was the distribution of material goods.
There were three clans : Bear, Wolf and Turtle:
Each clan appointed three female leaders
(clanmothers) and three male leaders (rotiiane
or "chiefs") to the national government. Also,
eachclan selected a man and a woman to serve
as advisors on spiritual matters. They were
(are) the faithkeepers.

All leaders were nominated by the
clanmothers and were subject to ratification
by their respective clan. They served for life
unless impeached by their clans for such vio-
lations as insanity, greed, assault, rape, trea-
son and incompetence, among others. The
clan might also indicate they have no confi-

office.
Once removed such a person was consid-

ered as "walking dead;" without voice in the
people's affairs or ever to be entrusted with
any type of influence or power. They might
also be banished from Iroquois territory either
permanently, or for a setperiod of time.

In order to function as a qualified leader
the candidate had to have a secure and stable
home life, a solid marriage, be willing to
accept the criticisms of the people (his skin
was to be "seven spans thick"), live simply
and without thought of personal enrichment,
have considerable knowledge as to the tradi-
tional spiritual values of the community and
be an active participant in all of the ancient
rituals.

Once selected as a candidate by the clan,
the prospective leader had to be endorsed by
the Grand Council of the Haudenosaunee
(Iroquois) Confederacy at a ceremonial called
"Condolence" which the Council might elect
not to do if they disapproved of the candidacy,
thereby sending the entire process back to the
respective nation for a repeat of the selection
process.

(This is part one of a series which will attempt
to offer context to the
struggles of, power and
soverignty on the Oneida
Territory . The goal is to lay
a groundwork of traditional

\ government and culture in
' order to demonstrate the
means by which the

J soverignty of Indian nations
is under attack—eds.]

Doug, a Mohawk, is a
jounallstand community,
activist who currently
writes a regular column for
the Syracuse Newspapers
on Native Issues.
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oath of office thereby removing themselves
from office.

With regards to a rotiiane his clanmother
would give him three cautions to rectify his
behavior. At the third such `warning ' she was
accompanied by a young man who would,
upon her instructions, remove the rotliane's
deer antler headress, which was his symbol of
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Walk For Democracy
Peaceful Demonstration Rallies Traditional Support at the Oneida Nation
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Wendy Gonyea Thomas

HT E ONEIDA NATION Territory in
Oneida, NY was the scene of a peaceful

demonstration to call attention to growing
dissent with the Oneida leadership of Ray
Halbriter and a Men's Council . About 150
people walked on May 21, 1995 supporting
the Walk for Democracy.

Flyers distributed prior to the walk stated,
"Oneida people have lost their membership
rights, Oneida people have lost their jobs for
asking questions . There is no accountability of
Nation funding at all . Most all benefits to
Oneida people are derived from government
funding, not from the casino, bingo, smoke
shop, gas station or other businesses ."

Two days before the scheduled
event, Halbriter Federal Expressed a
video tape to the Oneida Membership
(Oneida members in "Good standing").
In the tape Halbriter promotes himself
and defends his actions . Halbriter is
critical ofOneida dissention and of the
Onondaga Nation in the tape.

In a Grand Council meeting on
April 24, 1993, Ray Halbriter was re-
moved as Oneida Nation Representa-

tive by Chiefs from the Haudenausaunee Ter-
ritories . Halbritter was federally recognized in
November, 1993, by the US Department of the
Interior after Assistant Secretary Ada Deer
initially agreed with the decision of the Grand
Council.

Rumors circulating of violence and ar -
rests proved to be unfounded as the walk's
participants were peaceful . Oneida Nation
police cars were highly visible throughout the
march. The march began near the trading post,
followed highway 46 to the entrance of White
Pines, the HUD project on the Territory and
back to the Trading Post, a distance of about
three miles. Elders followed the walkers in
cars and vans. All supporters were fed by food
donations from the Oneida people.

Halbritter and associates were at the White
Pines site holding a dedication ceremony for

another construction project . There was no
exchange between the opposing groups.

David Tobin, staff writer for the Syracuse
Herald American reported on May 25 that
three Oneida's were suspended from their
jobs with the Oneida Nation for joining the
walk. Tobin writes, "Oneida Nation officials
say the suspensions are a response to a threat
against the Oneida Nation ."

Wendy is an co-editor of Gal hwa na
ge, the monthly newsletter of the Onondaga
Nation . Subscription are S 10 by US mall and
$6 for Onondaga residents. Checks can be
made out to Gal hwa na ge, Onondaga
Nation via, RI? Box 0239, Nedrow, NY 132 TO.

Update : June 4 1995
At the request of the Wolf Clan of the

Oneida people, The Grand Council of the
Haudenosaunee met and unanimously
resolved to support their May 20 re-
moval of Raymond Halbritter from his
position. In a letter to Bruce Babbitt,
Secretary Department of the Interior,
the Grand Council has requested an
immediate meeting with Ada Deer,
Asst. Secretary of the Indian Affairs.
In an effort to achieve a lawful and
peaceful resolution the Grand Council
hopes to present evidence and testi-
mony of the Oneida people regarding
the removal of Halbritter.

[This article originally appeared in the June
issue of Gaihwa na g6.]
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The Politics of Blame
A Discussionon the Activist Response to the Oklahoma City Bombing
Jonathan Kirkendall
and Bill Mazza

HT E FOLLOWING IS an edited text of
conversations between Bill and Jonathan

examining the public response to the Okla-
homa City bombing, and the role of activism
in the face of tragedy.

(J) When I first heard about the bombing, my
initial response was concern for my family,
who live in Oklahoma City (OkC). I was
interested that none of my activist friends
asked about the welfare of my family. Rather,
their first response was criticism of US gov-
ernment policy (specifically the war with Iraq)
or criticism of the media response. I ques-
tioned the lack of expressed compassion for
the lives of the people in OkC.

I began to ask myself what kind of re-
sponse would happen in the activist commu-
nity if the bombing had taken place in El
Salvador? We would have protested immedi-
ately. We would have been outraged. Some
may even have flown down to act as wit-
nesses. However, when the bombing hap-
pened in OkC ., the initial response I heard
from activists had more, to do with political
theories and critiques of society . It didn't call
forth action, or even concern. Somehow, the
same rules didn't apply.

(B) Perhaps "taking action" is related to
activists claiming ownership of US govern-
ment action.

(J) Well, this is where things start to get
confusing for me. Is a political activist some-
one who only has a knee-jerk reaction to state
sponsored activities? If our action "depends,"
if you will, on what the state does, then what
about human suffering? In other words, are we
primarily standing against the state, or prima-
rily with those who suffer, which may lead to
a stance against state policy? I think we need
to question our goals if we are not standing
with those who suffer.

It's as if people get forgotten, and we
aren't clear about it . A bomb goes off in our
country. . .well, too bad. A bomb goes off in a
third world country, now, that gets our juices

going. If this is an "unspoken rule" of activ-
ism, I think it should be examined . We need to
question why we are not as much in solidarity
with the people of OkC as we are with people
in other countries, those who we define as
"without voice."

(B) How then do we equalize the value of
life? Is our political need to respond guided by
somehow equating our dead" to "their
dead?" Or does our response differ over the
suffering of Americans because we somehow
see them as privileged?

(J) One of the things I saw happen
right after thebombing was that sev-
eral activists immediately compared
the OkC bombing to theUS bomb-
ing of the Amariyah shelter in
Baghdad during the Iraqi war.
The point made, over and
over again, was basically,
"You think this is bad?
What about the bomb-
ing of the shelter in
Baghdad?" Compar-
ing suffering seems strange to me . Can't they
both be terrible things?

(B) Why do you think we compare?

(J) Maybe comparing is a way we distance
ourselves from pain . We keep it at a rational
level that way. Or maybe, comparing is a way
to say "I don't feel heard." For instance, I
recently heard a conversation between an Af-
rican American professor and a Jewish scholar
who both struggle to get their two communi-
ties to talk together. They pointed out that the
question "Who suffered more, the African
American community or the Jews?" was irrel-
evant. However, the question, "Whose suffer-
ing has been heard?" is relevant . The Jewish
scholar concludes that as there is a museum
commemorating the Holocaust on the mall in
Washington DC and nothing commemorating
African Americans who have suffered in this
country, that the suffering of the Jews has been
heard to a greater degree than the suffering of
African Americans. Maybe by comparing the
OkC bombing to the shelter bombing in
Baghdad, the activist community is really
saying, "Nobody is listening! "

Another inconsistency I noticed in

activist's responses was over the media cover-
age. I heard some use the same example,
"They didn't give this sort of coverage to the
bombing of the Amariyah shelter inBaghdad."
Meanwhile I heard others comment on the
hyped up coverage of the OkC bombing. I
think it's an "exquisite naivete" to believe that
the bombing of the shelter in Baghdadcould or
would get "good" coverage in the press. Do
these activists really expect "objective" jour-
nalism? Of course not.

And I think the coverage of the Gulf War
was consistent with coverage of the OkC

bombing. In both cases the stories were
given an overwhelming amount of air

time, with little substance or scope.

(J)

	

That may be true,
but regardless of the form

in which we received
the information, the
OkC bombing pro-

duced a reaction of shock. And when shock
happens we turn our attention to it . When you
sprainyourankle, it effects everything you do,
all the decisions of the day . When a friend dies
in an automobile accident, it colors how you
relate to the world I think the same thing
happens on a communal level.

(B) It isn't a cause-and-effect relationship,
however. What we saw with OkC were combi-
nations of the public response, the media
manipulating public opinion, and the effect of
each-along with the agenda of the state—on
public policy.

(J) I agree. For instance, I think the anti-
terrorism legislation currently in Congress is
fueled by the non-questioning stance the pub-
lic takes towards the media. And we need to
remain critical. But can't we also be compas-
sionate? What I saw in the activist commu-
nity, over and over again, immediately after
the bombing, was critique andfeeling the need
to teach the American public.

What I'm looking for is consistent reac-
tions to human suffering. If wecan care deeply
about the "other" but don't show concern for
those on our own soil, what's going on?

(B) But don' tyou think that it's
just this kind of coverage which

helps us distance from the pain?
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(B) Maybe what we're naive about, then, is
exactly not mentioned yet assumed rules of
operation as activists?

(J) And one of those rules may be that as
activists, "we respond to the state," and that
we find ownership of activism through this
reactionary method In that sense our first
response to tragedy would also come from
"reaction," where our immediate response is
to look for government complicity rather than
towards compassion . In other words, in order
to act, we need to be able to point a finger . If
this is true, we are really caught in our culture's
pattern of habitual blaming . How different are
we from our government which thrives on
blame?

I hear about the suffering in Oklahoma
and I think it's safe to assume that many of the
people doing the rescue work are people we
might not agree with politically, and I wonder
"Where are the activists?" We did not respond
to that act of violence, and I think it's because
this kind of act falls between the cracks of
what I would call our "politics of blame ."
Activism seemsrooted inpointing out what's
wrong, not grounded in responding to suffer-
ing.

(B) Closer to home, last year's landslide in
Tully, NY, brought up some of these issues for
me. Do I put my "activistjob" on hold to help
alleviate the suffering of the people in Tully, or
do I count on the fact that these kinds of
tragedies bring out action in people who don't

always find ways act? Perhaps they don' t find
access to satisfying volunteer work, or it isn't
a priority , whatever. But itseems that there is
some validity to letting others do the work they
are moved to do, and to continue activist
projects that will never receive a groundswell

of popular support.
I guess one ques-

tion is, can we do
both?

(J) I think we as ac-
tivists have to . Or
rather, I think we

need to be very careful, and very conscious,
when we do decide to draw lines. It's good to
ask ourselves, "What message are we sending
out?" when we say we won't get involved in
certain things. I think we really need to ask
ourselves, "Are we only willing to act when
wecan say it's. someone's fault?" The govern-
ment, capitalism, whatever.

(B) But isn't it important to offer cri-
tique? And if so, what's the difference
between criticism and blame?

(J) I do think criticism of
oppressive systems is ac-
curate and called for, but
the trick is to do it
skillfully, coming
from a place of your
own experience, and not
only from a theoretical base.
When you come only from a
theoretical base, you can push the
suffering away, rather than identifying
with it or experiencing it.

Buddhists say "Blame is a dead end
road." With blame, you don ' t get ,anywhere,
even if it's emotionally satisfying . Sure, you
can say "It's the government's fault that. . ."but
what does that really mean? If we as activists
recognize our complicity in structural vio-
lence, then what's the next step? Can we move
beyond pointing fingers?

The struggle is important, but Buddhism
asks "what is the nature of the thing that you
struggle against?" Basically, to struggle against
something is dualistic thinking . It's naive to
think that we can get outside the system to
struggle.

Perhaps another unspoken goal of activ-
ism is to somehow position yourself as outside
the system. I think that the system is not
inherently evil . It is not a solid entity, but
rather structural oppression is the result of
complex social relations which express them-
selves in concrete forms of suffering. I would
say that the system is an experience of confu-
sion .

If we see ourselves as outside the system,
we can afford to stand back from experiences
like the Oklahoma bombing and point fm-
gen.—at the government, the media, the right,
Satan, whatever . But if we recognize that there
is no system, then we can afford to react to all
suffering because we can let our defenses

down, because there is nothing to struggle
against.

Morality is a tricky thing . It is a
constant process of doing what is

appropriate in the present mo-
ment. By distancing ourselves

from our own experience,
by depending on our

theories (or some-
thing else), we take

the risk of not knowing
what the moral thing to

do is.
We need to remain con-

scious that we are the system, in-
stead of building defenses so as not to

be affected by the system . We need to
lower those defenses so we can open up to

the suffering, and that's scary, because if we
let down our defenses, there is no guarantee
that we'll survive.

(B) Somehow, then, we need to re-engage.

(J) And at the same time recognize our ten-
dency to forget our own experience and blame
others .

db
Jonathan is a psychotherapist in

Westchester County currently working on
starting a private practice forlowincome
Individuals and families . Ms the current
staffperson for the Syracuse Peace Council.

In fact, activists criticize nationalism and
talk easily about the creation of false borders,
and then we still romanticize the "third world . "
I actually heard friends say, after the OkC
bombing, "Well, what did they expect? They
were working in a building owned by a violent
government. " And yet,
when we hear about

. . .the OkC bombing pro-slaughters in . Central
America, I, have never duced a reaction of shock.
heard an activist say And when shock happens
"Well, what did they ex- we turn our attention to it
pect? They were living in
a war zone ."

Intellectually ; we would all agree that all
suffering deserves "equal attention," and I
think it's good to question why our emotional
response is so different.
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Co-operation
It's not just a nice idea . It works.

Now serving members of:
Syracuse Real Food Coop '
Syracuse Peace Council'
Women's Info Center
Jowonio
Wellspring
ENIP
Peace Action of CNY
Syracuse Cultural Workers

'82 '83 '84 '85 '86 '87 '88 '89 '90 '91 '92 '93 '94

Syracuse Cooperative Federal Credit Union
723 Westcott Street - 471-1116

Eileen Steinbugler Altieri CSW
Clinical Social Worker

Psychotherapy
Telephone

	

Counseling
(315) 637-8351

	

Consultation

ARE YOU WATCHING
YOUR FINANCES WISELY?

For information and consulting
on financial issues such as:

Mutual Funds
(including Socially Conscious)

Insurance
(Annuities, Disability, Life,

& Long Term Care) and
Tax Sheltered Accounts

call: 637-5153

SUSAN S . fl .NS {
Registered Representative
Securities offered through:

Legend Equities Corporation, 907 Butternut St.
Syracuse, NY 13208 422-5868
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super hero industry
cont'd from page 9
are"bad guys" out there needing to be killed—
in parallel with the militaristic reality of the
adult world . Progressive parents know very
well how pervasive and insidious this condi-
tioning is.

Conclusion
Our society would be much healthier if

we promoted respect for all humans, regard-
less of their nation, their ethnicity or their legal
status. As a peace activist, I believe that such
a society is possible, and that violence-par-
ticularly institutionalized violence—under-
mines this possibility. As the war on crime
sweeps our nation, pacifists and progressives
have a golden opportunity to share our beliefs
and strategies regarding this new resurgence
of the same old militaristic mentality.

This broadening of focus should not di-
vent our attention from the international mili-
tarism which continues to drain our national
resources, distort our economy and culture,
and terrorize much of the world. Rather, by
acknowledging the increasing militarization
of our own neighborhoods, we will deepen the
nonviolent stance which underlies our opposi-

tion to all forms of war and strengthen alli-
anceswith the communities most deeply af-
fected by the war on crime.

Whether our peace activism involves soli-
darity work, legislative advocacy, war tax
resistance, public protest or public education,
there are countless opportunities to oppose the
violent nature of both US foreign policy and
the war on crime.

Footnotes
t . Gary Rivfin, "Bitter Harvest," East Bay Express,
March 3, 1995.
2 Elliot Currie, "What's Wrong with the Crime Bill,"
The Nation, January 31, 1994.

3 John Vasconsellos, Initial Review of the Governor's
Proposed 1995-96 California State Budget, Janu-
ary 1995.
'• Bill Mandel, "Mroe Prisons Haven't Halted Crime,"
SF Examiner, December 12, 1993.

Leon P Baradat, "Exchanging the Promise of
Education for Penitentiaries," Faculty Assoc. of
Calif. Comm. Colleges, April/May 1994.
"Prison Bonds on the November Ballotwill Make
Us Poorer Not Safer" (Handout) Criminal Justice
Consortium/American Friends Service Committee.
'• National Criminal Justice Reference Service (800)
851-3420.
" . "Where Does Your Income Tax Money Really
Go?," flyer, The War Resisters League, February
1995 .

lINCIASSIRREDS
Partners of Incest Survivors Anony-
mous 12-Step Mtg. Women Only meet-
ing for partners / close friends of
incest / sexual abuse. Wednesday
evenings, 6 - 8 PM, starting June 21,
1995. VtTomen's Information Center,
601 Allen St . For further Information,
contact Kerry at (315) 451-7123.
Wanted - a teacher at the Mounties
Tree Community School, grades K -
8, alternative education, experience

referred. For more information call
teve at 267-2381 or 386-4852.

Ca esas Ido. Kato regardas muso . La
musoregardas fromago . Teo esas sur
tablo . I-Fe drinkas la teo de la taso . Me
sidas ye tablo . Me skirbas letro a
amiko . Ten lessons to learn Ido cost
$1. A 61 oage text is $2 . Ido has two
magazines in Britain and Belg~iium.
Tom Todd, 3713 West Main,
Lalamazoo, Mich . 49007 - 2842.

9. Patricia Horn, "Caging America,"Dollars & Sense,
September 1991.
' o. Leon P . Baradat, Ibid.

Philip Agee, "Producing the Proper Crisis," Z
Magazine, November 1990.
12 Bil1 Mandel, Ibid.

Susan is a former member of the Admin-
istrative Committeefor the National War Tax
Resistance Coordinating Committee . Ai

dl

JYRACUJE U/Y IVERf'ITY PRrs/E/YT/' THE 1995 MAXWELL fUMMER LECTURE jERIE/

The United Nations at 50

Looking Toward the 2151 Century

Lectures begin on Wednesday evenings at 7:30 p.m.
and will be held in the Public Events Room, 220 Eggers Mall,

-July 5N

Reinventing the Enemy
The United /lotions and

a /Yew International ,/ystem

/maker Giandomenico Picco,
former United /lotions Assistant to the
./ecretory-Cenerol for Politicol Affairs

—July 12-

"'haring the burden of Peace
The Changing Role of
the fecurity Council

Jpeaker: Thomas boudreou, Visiting Professor.
Program on the Analysis and Resolution of

Conflicts. Maxwell Jchool, ,yracuse University

-July 19-

Defending Human Rights
The Role of /ion-Governmental
Organizations (/IGOs) at the U/i

Jpeaker, Laurie J. Wiseberg,
executive Director, Human Rights Internet

Ottawa. Canada

FREE PARKI/YG in the Quad 1 lot next to Eggers Mall . For more information, call Ruth Charles, 315-443-9382.
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Dr. Howard S . Walsdorf
CHIROPRACTOR

treatments for:

Neck & Shoulder Pain
Lower Back Injuries
Stress Related Pain
Chronic Ailments

465 Westcott Street
Syracuse, New York 13210

Day & Evening Hours
For Appointment Call:

'

	

(315) 422-2027

Guidance in Nutrition Cr

Natural Remedies

_ SYRACUSE
Real Food Cooperative
Many organically grown and

produced foods:
•Nuts. Grains, Seeds • Whole Grain Sated Goods
• Produce

	

• FnIeRsopeEpm
• cheeses

	

•Chorntr,al-Frwiftat
Netts ! spices

	

• Fresh Fish Dithered Thursdays
And Much Mors

618 Kensington Road
(off Westcott) 472-1385

Mon - Fri 9- 8, Sat 8- 8, Sun 10-6

WALK THE TALK

NIMO RATES-ARE ALWAYS INCREASING
AIR POLLUTION IS GETTING WORSE

WHAT CAN YOU DO?
INSTALL THE COPPER CRICKET
IT IS' A SOLAR WATER HEATER THAT

WORKS WITH YOUR EXISTING WATER HEATER

CALL CLASSIC CARPENTRY 471-0324

Bear Street
BOOKS & MUSIC

We Buy Used and Rare Books and Music

Mae Used Books
Hardback and Paperback

Mode
Classical, Ethnic, Folk, Jaz

Open Dail)) or by Appointment

1430 North Salina St., Syr., NY 13208
(corner of Bear St. and North Salina St.)

(315) 471-2958

MARiLyN A. MiLLER

Divorce • f teal Estate
Wills • Mediation

104 Pleasent St, Manlius

Erwin Reiner
Residential
Contracting

478-2998
Restoration

Renovation

Rehabilitation
Repai r

passive solar
personal service

references
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More July Events:
7112 : "Sharing the Burden of
Peace: the Changing Role of
the ke Security Boudreau w/
speaker Thomas Boudreau.
Visiting Professor, PARC. 220
Eggers Hall, SU. 7:30pm. 443-
938ree parking.
Every Tuse : Fair Trial for

Abu-Jamal Committee

Every
Community Choir rehearsal . At
ECOH, corners of Westcott &
Euclid . New members welcome.
7:15pm. Karen 428-8724.

Every Wed: Paltrier. ci ( Incest)
&Dai wr.Anonymous12-step
nag at Women's INFO, 601 Allen
St. 6-Spm. 451-7123.

Every Wed:
at

tMilitaryhe
Peace

Draft
Counseling ffi the Peace Council.
Noon-3pm, Call Marge 472-5478.

Eva"Thurs: V

	

I & tealleahrg
to atop ronmyh0000 from -
pion Mumle

	

4om

	

3 -5
Carta, oJoinf

	

lo Irr ett4&45:30pm.
Corrwr of E. Fayette & Sallow
Stdowntown Syracuse.red

	

Fair Trial for~~P

	

o

	

by
Murcia Conldditee . 4725478.

1st & 3rd Thursdays: Gay &y
Lesbian Alliance meats at
TO aP

h

	

Hour. 523 W
3°P

~°

AcSyracusecuracy About
n of

Accuracy About Abuse meets
al Women's INFO Center, 601
Allen St,11am.

committee.comm

	

e.

& time . 924

program
Cali or date
BumetAlrg.

472-5478.

Evilly Friday:
Out Grou

Lesbian Coming9
7

	

. Women's Info

k,'t "i-R m B̀
924

meeting at Peacece
Coun
Cound1 924

Burnet Ave. 4pm . 472-5478.
Center, 601 Allen St. 492.8035.

Boys From Syracuse2 meets at Trinity Episcopal
Church Parish House. 7pm .

3
Every Mon : ACT-UP mtg. 601

4 5
Reinventing the Enemy: the

UN & a New International
System" wlspeaker Glandomen-
ico Picco, former UN Asst . to
Secretary-General for Political
Affairs . 220 Eggers Hall, SU.
7 :30pm . 443-9382. Free parking.
Every Wed : Alliance Member-
ship meeting. All welcome. At
ECM, 2nd tl., corner of West-
colt & Euclid. 2pm . 475-4120.

Vigil for Mortis . 4 :30-6

	

5:30pm. See above.

Every Thum: Lesbian & Gay
Youth Support group for ages
14-21 meets at Women's Info
Center, 601 Allen St . Call for
time 422-9741.

Every Thursday : "Evening
Arabesque'

	

'30pm.1news & entertainment.
Adelphia Cable Channel 7.

7

f

	

,x R

iiii 1

8

1

45

	

7 .9

Every Sunday . People's
60 Minutes . "Conscience
and Command : ACLU
Dinner with Captain
Rockwood," Adelphia

.Cable Ch . 3, 8pm Pro-
duced by Peace Council .

Allen St . (Women's s INFO
Canter). 7 :0pm . 425-0673.

To have your group's event or
meeting time listed, call or sin.
the info to SPC . 472-5478.
July deadline: 6125. PNL editorial meeting at

Peace Council. 1 3pm . Come
join in . 472-5478.

11

Amnesty International Group
1!373 mtg., Mundy Branch
Library, 1204 S. Geddes St.
7-9pm . Letter writing, updates
on cases. 668-7441 .

'

	

y
10 12

NOW CNY Chapter mtg at
Marine Midland Bank, 360 S
Warren, Syr. 7pm . 487-3188.
Central America Caribbean
Coa loon potluck & meeting at
Plymouth Church, 232 E.
Onondaga St. 6pm.

13
Vigil for Mamie . 4 :30-
5:30pm. See above.

149

Every Sunday : Support group
for former and current mental
patients. Sponsored by Alliance.
Plymouth Church. 3-5pm . Peggy
Anne 475-4120.

Peace Council political
action committes meets
at 7pm 924 Burnet Ave.
472-5478.

Peace council organizational
maintenance committee
meets at 7 :30pm . 924 Bumet
Ave. 472-5478.

16 17
Every Mon: 'Radlovision ' on
Adelphia cable ch. 3 at 9pm.

18 19
NAACP general mtg. 7pm.
NAACP Office, 1125 S . Salina
422-6933.

20
Syracuse Community
Radio mtg. 7pm. Call
437-9579 for place.

21 22
Caribbean Carnival '95
w/steel pan & calypso

music. Parade at 11 am from
Hanover Sq down Salina St.
Festival in Armory Square.Brunch at the Syracuse

Peace Council. 1 1 am,
discussion at 12 . Topic:
How We Treat Each
Other. $3-$5 .

Presented by Syracuse
Community Radio . "Defending Human Rights:

The Role of Non-Gwernmen•
tai Organizations at the UN"

Ex
wmPeaker

ecutive
Laurie

	

Heberg
Rights Internet. 220 Eggers
Hall. SU. 7 :30pm. 443-9382.
Free parking.

Vigil for Mumla, 4:34
5:30pm. See above.

Syracuse Haiti Solidarity mtg.
620pm. Plymouth Church, 232

. E . Onondaga at. downtown
Syracuse.

Every Fri:
Young Adult
21-25 . At
801 Allen

Gay & Lesbian
meeting for ages

Women's Info Center,
Si. 422-9741 far time.

Interfaith
l, Life
Depot

Pilgrimage for Peace
h Pi Seneca Army

too the Grafton Peace
Jul ~9 6. Join In forPNL editorial meeting at

Peace Council . 1-3pm . Come
Join in. 472-5478 .

an hour, day, or week Call Dick
9h 315 471-4703 or Dana

Garber 518-273-3538.

23 24 25 26 27
Vigil

	

SSeee"above. 28 29

Interfaith Pilgrimage for Peace and Life In Commemoration of the 50th Anniversary of the end of WWII, the Atomic Bombing of

Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and the human atrocities witnessed at Auschwitz and other concentration camps. See July 22 for Info.

support & Self-Education
Peace Council organ-
izaftonal maintenance

Peace Newsletter
Maili

	

party at SPC, Roca
action

Council Political
committee meets

30 31

Every Sunday: This Way Out, Every Mon : "Al Home with a Group for Parents & Friends of
GaY ~Ple meets at PNmouth

committee meets at 924 Burnet Ave. 5 -7pm. at 7pm.~' 924 Burnet Ave.
Gay & Lesbian radio program on Poet" storytelling, Poetry, myths. 7 :30pm . 924 Burnet Free Food! All welcome 472-5478.
WRVO FM 90.6 :30-7pm . Adelphi cable ch.

	

t OPm. E. Onondaga StChurotm 232
7:3opm . 474-4838. Ave. 472-5478 .



Fair trial For Mumia Committee

44

. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . ..

elana levy and Mumbi Mugo share a banner at the first weekly vigil for Mumia Abu-Jamal;
the journalist and commumity activist facing an August 17 death sentence in Pennsylvania.
Join the Fair Trial Committee every Thursday from 4 :30 - 5 :30 PM at Common Center in
downtown Syracuse (corner of Fayette and Salina) to demonstrate your outrage at this
travesty of justice. See page 10 inside for more information.
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l
924 Burnet Ave.
Syracuse, NY 13203
(315) 472-5478

Phew

	

51244

Educate, Agitate, Organize
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